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Abstract 

Platinised titanium mesh is a common electrode material in industrial electrolytic cells and Ce-

based redox flow batteries. In this work, the electrodeposition of platinum on a stack of titanium 

micromeshes is carried out from a flowing alkaline solution in a rectangular channel, divided 

flow cell. The morphology and distribution of platinum deposits are studied by SEM, EDS 

mapping and X-ray computer tomography. The active surface area of the electrode was assessed 

from the charge transfer current for the reduction of Ce(IV) and compared to that of planar and 

expanded metal mesh electrodes. The surface area was estimated by hydrogen electrosorption 

relative to that at a planar Pt/Ti electrode. As expected from the potential drop within the 

electrode channel, the individual micromesh near the cell separator displayed a higher platinum 

content. Pt/Ti micromesh offers an extended surface area and enhanced mass transport 

compared to planar electrodes and conventional expanded metal mesh anodes. The applications 

for these and alternative electrode structures are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to their stability and electrocatalytic activity, platinised titanium (Pt/Ti) electrodes have 

found continued use, particularly as an anode, in electrochemical technology. Pt/Ti materials 

are commonly used in the electrolysis of inorganics, electrosynthesis of organic compounds, 

cathodic protection in sea water and as electroplating counter electrodes [1]. The most common 

form is the Pt/Ti expanded mesh, the titanium substrate typically being coated by 

electrodeposition in a stirred bath after the application of an iridium oxide interlayer by the 

‘dip/spay and bake’ method [1]. 

 

Metal mesh electrodes can be stacked to form three dimensional (porous) electrodes for 

electrochemical flow cells and reactors. These electrodes can be implemented in the cells in 

flow-by, flow-through and flow-across configuration. Metal mesh is a widely available, cost-

effective material having, usually, larger surface areas than plates or foils. Stacked mesh 

electrodes enhance mass transport [2,3] and flow dispersion [4], the effect being more 

pronounced with finer, rather than coarse or open varieties [5]. Furthermore, these structures 

have relatively high hydraulic permeability to flowing electrolytes [6,7], which decreases the 

pumping energy demand for electrolyte circulation compared to dense felt electrodes. The 

potential distribution and mass transfer characteristics of mesh electrodes in flow cells [8-10] 

as well as their residence time distribution [4] have been studied experimentally. 

 

Currently, attention has been given to the enhancement of the conversion rate of cerium ions at 

Pt/Ti mesh electrodes in redox flow batteries (RFBs) [11-15] and other industrial 

electrochemical processes [16,17]. We have previously reported a quantitative analysis of the 

electrochemical performance of various three dimensional electrodes for the reduction of 

Ce(IV) ions in methanesulfonic acid solutions [3]. Evaluated electrode structures included Pt/Ti 
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plate, Pt/Ti mesh, Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt electrodes, the latter two being prepared in-

house. The coating and resulting electroactive surface area of such electrodes were 

characterised. A study of the Pt/Ti felt electrode by several imaging techniques has already been 

reported [18]. 

 

This contribution describes the manufacture of Pt/Ti ‘micromesh’ electrodes, comprising their 

surface pre-treatment and subsequent electroplating in a rectangular channel flow cell. This 

alternative methodology to stirred baths was explored for convenience; a small volume of 

expensive solution can be easily recirculated in a flow cell. Also, in view of the possibility of 

preparing such electrodes in a single operation with complete coating of welding points, instead 

of the usual stacking of individually coated meshes. The suitability of the method is here 

established from the morphology and distribution of the platinum deposits on the micromesh 

stack. An indirect method was later employed to estimate the theoretical H electrosorption 

surface area. 

 

Platinum electrodeposition from aqueous solutions can be performed in a number of ways 

[19,20]. In general, a planar geometry, such as an individual flat mesh, is electroplated in a 

stirred bath after a ‘dip/spray and bake’ treatment. Porous electrodes, such as titanium felt, are 

more difficult to coat uniformly in this manner, while chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and 

physical vapour deposition (PVD) tend to be too expensive for these applications and suffer 

from restricted sample size and line-of-sight restrictions. The controlled electrodeposition of Pt 

in flow cells has rarely been described [21,22], but is an important approach for some 

applications. 
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An additive-free alkaline electroplating bath was used for simplicity and to minimise hydrogen 

evolution compared to acidic chloride baths [19]. Since the predominant Pt(IV) species at pH 

13 is H2Pt(OH)6 [23], the cathodic reduction to platinum metal is: 

 

    H"Pt(OH)( + 4e– ⇄ Pt+ 2H"O + 4OH–   (1) 

 

A detailed discussion on the speciation of platinum, the parasitic hydrogen evolution and 

alternative reduction reactions has been provided in [18]. Commercially available plating baths 

based on stable complexes could have also been used to enhance grain refinement (typically for 

shiny coatings) and current efficiency. For instance, Pt(IV) tetrammine in a phosphate buffer 

[24]. 

 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Platinum electroplating solution 

The electroplating solution had a composition of 20 g dm–3 (0.049 mol dm–3) of 

hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid, H2PtCl6, in 0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH, according to a method described 

in [19]. The approximate mass fraction of Pt in the compound is 40% (Fischer Scientific Ltd., 

UK). Batches of 50 cm3 were prepared at room temperature (22 °C) using deionized water as a 

solvent, yielding a stable, orange-coloured solution after several minutes of stirring. Chloride 

ions are substituted by hydroxyl ions when the Pt(IV) complex is present in alkaline media [23]. 

 

2.2. Flow cell and electrolyte recirculation 

The rectangular channel flow cell employed for the electrodeposition of Pt on the Ti micromesh 

stack and its electrochemical performance have been described in previous work [3,18]. The 

two-compartment flow cell was made in acrylic polymer with the electrodes placed in a plane 
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parallel, flow-by configuration. Its components are shown in Figure 1. The Ti micromesh stack 

was the cathode in the negative half-cell, with a Pt/Ti plate as counter-electrode in the positive 

half-cell. Silicone rubber gaskets were placed between the components of the cell in order to 

provide hydraulic sealing under the compression applied by two plates fitted with bolts (not 

shown). Silicone sealant was used to fix the electrode into the acrylic back plate. As a means to 

form a flow channel with the same thickness as the porous electrode (𝑆 = 2.6 mm), the NafionÒ 

112 (Dupont Co, USA) ion exchange membrane was compressed against the micromesh stack 

with the help of three polypropylene meshes or inert ‘turbulence promoters’ (ITP) placed inside 

the positive half-cell, as shown in Figure 2b). The ITP meshes had a thickness of 1.3 mm and 

internal and external opening dimensions of 4.6 mm × 4.2 mm and 6.8 mm × 8.0 mm, 

respectively. A Luggin capillary was inserted through the cell frame to measure the electrode 

potential of the micromesh stack vs. a Hg|HgO reference electrode during the electrodeposition. 

Two Masterflex L/S (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) peristaltic pumps were used to recirculate the 

electroplating solution and the anolyte (0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH) through the negative and positive 

half-cells, respectively. These solutions were maintained in water jacketed reservoirs connected 

to a thermostatic water bath (Grant Instruments Ltd, UK). The cell was used in a three-electrode 

configuration and controlled by an Autolab digital potentiostat (Metrohm AG, The 

Netherlands). 

 

2.3. Pt/Ti electrodes 

As shown in Figure 2a), the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode was manufactured in-house and formed 

by a stack of sixteen flat titanium ‘micromeshes’ (Dexmet Co., USA) kept together by 9 

welding spots on a 0.9 mm thick titanium plate (Alfa Aesar Ltd., UK). Its overall dimensions 

were 60 mm × 40 mm × 2.6 mm. As shown in Figure 2b), the individual micromeshes had 

dimensions of 60 mm × 22 mm, with a thickness of 170 µm, an internal aperture of 375 µm × 
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625 µm and a pitch 670 µm × 1000 µm. The pieces of flat mesh were alternated with smaller 

60 mm × 5 mm pieces of the same material at the opposite sides of the stack along the acrylic 

flow channel, to provide an adequate space for the flowing solution. Both the Pt/Ti plate and 

conventional Pt/Ti expanded mesh electrodes were sourced externally (Magneto BV, The 

Netherlands) and had a nominal Pt thickness of 3.5 µm. The planar electrode consisted of a 3 

mm thick Ti plate coated with Pt on one side, while the Pt/Ti (coarse) mesh porous electrode 

consisted on three stacked meshes forming a volume 60 mm × 42 mm × 7.4 mm. The internal 

aperture of the mesh openings was approximately 3.2 mm × 7.1 mm, with a pitch of 6.8 mm × 

10.1 mm and a thickness of 2.4 mm. Photographs of the external appearance of the electrodes 

can be found in [3]. The dimensions and hydraulic characteristics of the electrodes are given in 

Table 1. 

 

2.4. Surface pre-treatment and electrodeposition 

Prior to electrodeposition, the titanium micromesh stack was etched by passing a solution of 

10% volume/weight of oxalic acid at 80 °C [25] through the single half-cell. For this, the 

electrolyte circuit was rearranged so that only one peristaltic pump was required; the other half-

cell and membrane were temporarily removed. The oxalic acid solution was pumped for 2 hours 

until a dark brown solution appeared [25]. Oxalic acid can be used as an etchant and cleaner 

under conditions where excessive dissolution of titanium needs to be prevented, for instance, 

when using hot HCl [26]. 

 

Mass transport (and flow) can significantly influence the morphology and thickness of 

electroplated metals. At higher current densities, the reactant supply becomes rate limiting and 

thus convection will determine the deposit grow rate. This can be observed, e.g., in the 

electrodeposition of Pd at a planar electrode [27]. On the other hand, with already sufficient 
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mass transport and low current densities, the flow rate in cells with porous electrodes tends to 

have little effect on the electroplating rate, e.g., as shown by the concentration vs. time 

experiments in [28]. It is therefore necessary to report a mass transport related parameter to 

fully describe an electroplating environment. 

 

After placing the Ti micromesh stack as the negative electrode, a 50 cm3 volume of Pt(IV) 

solution was recirculated through this half-cell at a mean linear flow velocity of 8 cm s–1 (𝑣 =

𝑄/𝐴1𝜀). This flow is equivalent to a channel Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 = 𝑣𝑑6/𝜈) of approximately 

710 (corresponding to laminar flow), where 𝑑6  is the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the 

rectangular flow channel, 𝑣  is the mean linear electrolyte velocity and 𝜈  is the kinematic 

viscosity of the alkaline bath. In the positive half-cell, the 0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH supporting 

electrolyte was pumped at 8 cm s–1. The solution temperature was kept at 75 °C. The 

composition of the electroplating bath and the electroplating environment are detailed in Table 

2. 

 

Platinum was electrodeposited at a constant potential of –0.2 V vs. Hg|HgO(sat.). During this 

operation, the colour of the plating solution became progressively less intense. Once the 

solution had become colourless, hydrogen evolution surged, indicating the complete removal 

of Pt(IV) from the solution. This was verified by a negative tin(II) chloride and potassium iodide 

spot tests on the residual electrolyte [29]. 

 

2.5. Study of coating morphology and distribution by imaging techniques 

 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

SEM images together with EDS spectra and maps of the Pt/Ti electrodes were acquired with a 

JSM-6500F field emission electron microscope (Jeol Inc, USA) and an INCA X-Sight energy 
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dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Oxford Instruments, U.K.), respectively. In order to study the 

Pt coating at the individual pieces of micromesh forming the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode, 

triangular samples of approximately 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm sides were taken from two of the corners 

of the electrode in the side closer to the electrolyte flow entrance; see Figure 2a). (The potential 

at these sites is not too dissimilar to that at the bulk mesh body when the fractional conversion 

is low [10,30,31].) In this way, sixteen pieces of the micromesh stack with different degrees of 

Pt coverage were obtained. 

 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) 

The samples taken from the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode were later used to reconstruct two stacks 

suitable for CT scanning to reveal the distribution of Pt across the stack between the planar 

current feeder and the membrane dividing the cell. One of the reconstructed stacks was taken 

from sections of the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 16th meshes, where the 1st micromesh is adjacent to the 

membrane and the 16th is adjacent to the current feeder. The second reconstructed stack formed 

the 1st to the 8th pieces of micromesh. The 4x objective of the Zeiss Xradia 510 Versa X-ray 

microscope 510 was used to perform the CT scans, yielding an isotropic resolution of 3.78 µm 

per voxel. The camera pixel binning was set to 2x, the X-ray peak voltage was 80 kV and the 

current was 87.5 µA, a 1.4 mm SiO2 filter being applied. Each scan consisted of 1601 

projections with an individual exposure time of 3 seconds. The distance from the source to the 

centre was 18 mm and 14 mm from the centre of the object to the detector. The resulting field 

of view was just under 3.8 mm. All CT images were processed in VGStudio MAX 2.1 CT 

visualisation suite (Volume Graphics GmbH, Germany). 

 

2.6. Comparative electrochemical study of electrode surface area 
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As explained below, the charge transfer current for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions was recorded 

by linear sweep voltammetry at a small overpotential near the equilibrium potential with the 

aim of estimating the relative active surface area of the Pt/Ti micromesh compared to the Pt/Ti 

plate and conventional Pt/Ti mesh electrodes. The ratios of the charge transfer current were 

used for this purpose and later for the calculation of their theoretical H monolayer adsorption 

surface areas. The electrochemical performance of the same electrode materials in a Zn-Ce 

redox flow battery, expressed as the volumetric mass transport coefficient, 𝑘9𝐴6 , obtained 

from limiting current measurements (reduction of Ce(IV) ions), has been reported elsewhere 

[3]. The Pt/Ti micromesh yielded higher values than the Pt/Ti plate and the conventional Pt/Ti 

mesh, implying increased conversion rates and space time yield in the flow reactor. The Pt/Ti 

micromesh performance was, however, inferior to Pt/Ti felt electrodes. 

 

Linear sweep voltammetry 

The charge transfer current for ceric ion reduction at the Pt/Ti electrodes was determined from 

linear potential sweep voltammetry at 5 mV s–1 between potentials of –0.6 and +0.90 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at a temperature of 25 °C. In methanesulfonic acid [16]: 

 

  Ce(III)− e– ⇄ Ce(IV)  𝐸< =	+1.61 V vs. SHE  (2) 

 

An aqueous electrolyte for cerium-based redox flow batteries was employed, its composition 

being 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) methanesulfonate and 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 

mol dm–3 methanesulfonic acid. The experimental arrangement has been described previously 

[3]. Measurements were taken at controlled electrolyte flow rates, from 0.5 cm s–1 to 17 cm s–

1. The concentration change in the 1.3 dm3 of electrolyte during the experiments was < 3% at 
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the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode and negligible with the Pt/Ti mesh and plate electrodes, as shown 

by volumetric titration against a standard Fe(II) solution [32]. 

 

Hydrogen absorption 

The active surface area of the planar Pt/Ti electrode was determined for monolayer hydrogen 

electrosorption in order to provide a baseline for the estimation of the Pt coverage at the Pt/Ti 

micromesh and Pt/Ti electrodes. A classical cyclic voltammetry technique considering a 

hydrogen monolayer charge density of  210 µC cm–2 in a deaerated 1.0 mol dm–1 H2SO4 solution 

[33] was employed. The linear potential sweep was carried out between –0.65 and +0.80 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at a rate of 1.0 V s–1 and a temperature of 25 °C. Given the relatively large 

dimensions of the Pt/Ti electrode, the three-electrode cell comprised a flanged glass tube with 

an internal diameter of 1.5 cm pressed into the plate and sealed with a silicone rubber gasket. 

The cell was fitted with a Nafion® 112 proton exchange membrane and a 1cm2 Pt gauze counter-

electrode. Three experiments were carried out at different sections of the electrode with 

approximate areas of 0.05 cm2 and limited by an organic stop-off lacquer (Lacomit® Ltd, UK). 

These small representative sections of the Pt/Ti electrode were studied because the H 

electrosorption technique is unsuitable for large planar (24 cm2 projected area) and 

macroporous (mesh, micromesh) electrodes due to their capacitive, uncompensated ohmic drop 

responses and difficulties determining the exact geometrical surface area. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Platinum deposit morphology 

The Pt/Ti micromesh after its electrodeposition and the externally sourced Pt/Ti mesh (for 

comparison) are shown in the SEM images in Figures 3a) and 3d). In the case of the Pt/Ti 

micromesh, the visible surface corresponds to the piece of micromesh nearest to the membrane 
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during electrodeposition, as seen in Figure 2b). The flow direction of the plating solution was 

perpendicular to the observed plane. The Pt/Ti micromesh shows a nearly uniform Pt coating 

populated by randomly distributed nodular structures of an approximate diameter of 60 µm. 

Meanwhile, the Pt/Ti mesh displays a homogeneous surface texture with a compact Pt coating. 

The microstructures Pt deposits at the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti mesh are shown in Figures 

3b) and 3e), respectively. Flattened Pt nodules with an approximate diameter of 5 µm cover the 

surface of the micromesh. This coating shows some degree of porosity, as revealed by the 

presence of crevices. Comparable Pt nodules have been obtained at a titanium micromesh 

coated with Pt-Ru by electrodeposition from a static solution of 5.0 × 10–3 mol dm–3 Pt(IV) in 

0.1 mol dm–3 sulfuric acid [34]. The electrodeposition of a Pt-Ru catalyst on a titanium mesh 

produced a less uniform coating and showed higher porosity when performed in a solution 

containing 4.0 × 10–3 mol dm–3 Pt(IV) in 1.0 mol dm–3 sulfuric acid [35]. In contrast, the Pt 

coating at the Pt/Ti mesh shows overlapping Pt nodules of about 5 µm in diameter. The 

similarity of the dimensions of the nodular growths might be due to the nature of platinum 

nucleation during the electrochemical reduction of Pt(IV) ions. 

 

Higher magnifications reveal that the type of Pt nucleation sites is different between the Pt/Ti 

micromesh and the commercially available Pt/Ti mesh. The Pt/Ti micromesh, shown in Figure 

3c), involves the growth of spine growths under 0.2 µm long. On the other hand, the Pt/Ti mesh, 

shown in Figure 3f), consists of rounded protrusions with approximate dimensions of 0.1 µm; 

similar to those reported in [34]. These morphologies are quite different to the hemispherical 

nucleation sites obtained at carbon electrodes in HCl media [36], which are usually globular in 

shape. 
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Is it possible to modify the morphology of Pt at the micromesh using electroplating additives, 

alternative etching methods, different current densities and by ensuring a homogeneous 

potential across the electrodes. Smooth, compact coatings of noble metals on porous substrates 

have been achieved at relatively small electrodes in stirred or flowing baths, due to their 

practically uniform potential distribution. This is the case for a Ru/Ti felt in a sulfuric acid 

solution at 48 mA dm–2 [26], Pt/RVC in a phosphate buffer at 0.1 mA dm–2 [21], and Pd/RVC 

in hydrochloric acid solution under potentiostatic conditions [37]. 

 

3.2. Pt deposit composition and distribution 

As shown in Figure 4, EDS spectra taken at the deposited metal and the substrate corroborate 

the presence of platinum on the titanium micromesh. EDS analysis was further used in order to 

assess the homogeneousness of platinum coverage at the micromesh electrode. Figure 5 

displays SEM images and EDS elemental maps of the 1st, 8th and 16th micromeshes of the stack 

that comprises the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode. The 1st and 16th micromesh are adjacent to the 

membrane and negative current feeder, respectively. As seen in Figure 5b), nodular platinum 

growths are observed in the individual meshes close to the membrane, as shown in the SEM 

image of Figure 5a). However, the coverage is not entirely complete as shown by the EDS map 

for titanium in Figure 5c). The 8th mesh in the stack lies approximately in the middle of the 

electrode thickness and can be seen in Figure 5d). A relatively uniform platinum coverage is 

revealed by Figure 5e) in this site but Figure 5f) also shows that bare titanium surface is exposed 

throughout the mesh. The 16th mesh, which is immediately next to the negative current feeder, 

can be seen in Figure 5g). The platinum and titanium EDS maps in Figures 5h) and 5i), 

respectively, show that platinum is also electrodeposited in this site, partially covering the 

substrate. In summary, although the micromesh stack is covered with a thin, incomplete 

platinum film, nodules develop only in the mesh close to the membrane, where the potential 
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drop in the electrolyte phase (relative to that at the membrane) is low during the 

electrodeposition. The causes of this potential driven distribution of the deposits are discussed 

below. A similar heterogonous distribution of platinum was observed in a Pt/Ti felt electrode 

[18]. In this case, the platinum coated concentrated within a depth of approximately 200 µm 

next to the membrane, leaving the rest of the titanium felt only with traces of the noble metal. 

 

3.3. Pt distribution within the micromesh as revealed by CT 

The distribution of platinum in the Pt/Ti micromesh in the axis between the planar current 

feeder and the membrane was determined by X-ray CT imaging of two reconstructed stacks 

made with samples of the electrode. (Previous studies of metal deposits at porous electrodes 

using conventional X-ray imaging and low-resolution CT in electrochemical flow cells can be 

found in the literature [38-40].) Figure 6a) shows a reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

formed by a stack of representative individual pieces of the original electrode embedded in 

epoxy resin. The reconstruction was required for the CT analysis because the only relatively 

small objects can be imaged with high resolution and because the stack was formed by 

independent pieces of micromesh. Figure 6b) confirms that most of the platinum is deposited 

on the top of the electrode sample, in the section farthest from the counter electrode and closest 

to the ion exchange membrane during electrodeposition. Only a few platinum nodules, marked 

in bright blue in the figure, can be observed through the thickness of the electrode and close to 

the current feeder. The platinum deposit appears to completely cover the 1st mesh next to the 

membrane, as seen in its cross-sectional image in Figure 7a). The maximum thickness of the 

observed platinum layer is approximately 36 µm. In contrast, the 16th mesh observed in Figure 

7b) displays no indication of a platinum layer but a dispersion of nodules between 15 µm and 

50 µm in diameter. A cross-section of another reconstructed electrode is shown in Figure 8. A 

platinum coating is clearly visible in the first layer of micromesh next to the membrane. The 
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micromeshes below do not display coatings of any significant thickness at this resolution, 

although platinum nodules are observed throughout them. This suggests that platinum deposits 

develop on places where the nucleation potential was high at the beginning of the 

electrodeposition, such as in local impurities of the material. 

 

Both the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti mesh electrodes have been implemented successfully in a 

Zn-Ce RFB unit flow cell, where their average volumetric mass transport coefficients, 𝑘9𝐴6, 

were determined via the limiting current technique [3]. Maximum limiting current enhancement 

factors of 63 and 20 were displayed by the micromesh and mesh for cerium conversion, 

respectively, in comparison to a planar Pt/Ti electrode in an unrestricted flow channel. More 

significantly, the Pt/Ti micromesh developed 𝑘9𝐴6  values comparable to partially-coated 

titanium felt and nearly one order of magnitude superior to the Pt/Ti mesh discussed in this 

work. However, total homogeneous coatings are desirable in practical applications. 

Furthermore, the advantages of finer Pt/Ti mesh electrodes over coarser ones have also been 

noted in H2-Ce RFBs [15], where they showed an extension of the mass transport limitations at 

a higher operational current density. This type of titanium-based electrode must be fully covered 

with Pt in order to ensure their stability in RFBs and to prevent cathodic corrosion of the 

exposed Ti (due to hydrogen adsorption and brittle hydride formation) if used for H2 evolution. 

For the several industrial applications where these electrodes operate exclusively as anodes 

[16], the partially coated Pt/Ti micromesh might be more stable, due to the passivation of 

titanium by a TiO2 layer. 

 

3.4. Effects of potential distribution on Pt electrodeposition 

The heterogeneous distribution of the electrodeposited platinum is a result of the potential drop 

within the electrolyte phase permeating the micromesh electrode between the membrane 
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separator and the current feeder/collector [41]; the Ohmic drop through the metallic electrode 

material is negligible in comparison. The individual pieces of micromesh adjacent to the 

membrane in the cathodic compartment experience a significantly higher potential than those 

next to the current feeder in flow-by configuration [41]. (This effect is less severe when the 

reactant conversion per pass along the porous electrode is high [42,43].) This also means that 

the potential becomes more negative towards the current feeder and closer to that of H2 

evolution. As a result, the nucleation of platinum is enhanced at the start of the electrodeposition 

process near the membrane. Since platinum electrodeposition is notoriously susceptible to 

overpotential nucleation [36], the deposits continue to grow on these sites during the remainder 

of the reaction in the characteristic form of hemispherical nodules. Although some platinum 

electrodeposition is observed near the current feeder, as seen Figure 5h) and Figure 7b), the fact 

that its transversal distribution (Y axis in the cell) is highly concentrated at the planes near the 

membrane (see Figure 6) confirms the effects of overpotential nucleation. 

 

The Ohmic drop taking place through the electrolyte phase across the thickness (Y axis in 

Figure 2) of an stacked mesh electrode at the entrance plane of a rectangular flow channel is 

given by [30,31,41,44]: 

 

𝐸(>) − 𝐸 ? = ∆𝐸 = 𝑘𝑚𝐴𝑒𝑧𝐹𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑆
2

2𝜅      (3) 

 

Where 𝐸(>) is the potential near the separator (membrane), at the distance 𝑆 from the current 

feeder/collector (thickness of porous electrode channel), 𝐸(?)  is the potential at the planar 

current feeder/collector, 𝑧 is the electron stoichiometry, 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant, 𝑐HI is the inlet 

concentration of the reactant and 𝜅 is the electrolyte’s conductivity. The model is valid for a 

mass transport controlled reaction regime. The resulting potential drop, ∆𝐸 , gives a good 
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approximation of that taking place across the length of the electrode at low fractional conversion 

[10,30,31]. Due to a limited supply of reagent, the measurement of 𝑘9𝐴6  and 𝜅  for the 

electrodeposition of platinum at the micromesh stack was not accessible to us. In lieu, we 

present in Figure 9 the estimated ∆𝐸 across the electrolyte at the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode for 

the reduction of Ce(IV) ions in the same flow cell at a mean linear electrolyte velocity of 4 cm 

s–1. In these conditions, 𝑘9𝐴6  is 0.055 s–1 for the micromesh electrode [3]. An electrolyte 

concentration of 0.4 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) and a conductivity of 375 mS cm–1 were considered [45]. 

As seen in the Figure 9, ∆𝐸  increases exponentially with increasing electrode thickness 

(number of stacked pieces of mesh), reaching 1.0 V at approximately 1.9 mm. A similar trend 

occurs during the electrodeposition of platinum at the titanium micromesh substrate, resulting 

in the observed heterogeneous distribution of the deposit. The Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate for 

the Ce reaction are shown for comparison. Electrode materials with low 𝑘9𝐴6 values result in 

less severe potential drops. 

 

The effects of potential drop on the electrodeposition of metals at other porous electrodes in 

rectangular channel flow cells and their study by conventional X-ray imaging and X-ray CT 

have been reported before. For instance, in a related work on the electrodeposition of platinum 

on a porous titanium felt [18] and earlier in the preparation of a RVC/Pt amperometric glucose 

sensor [21]. In the latter case, the platinum deposited mostly near the counter-electrode in the 

undivided, flow-through cell. Other cases involve the electrodeposition of zinc on RVC at the 

negative electrode of a Zn-Br flow battery [46] and in a flow reactor for zinc removal in acidic 

chloride solutions [28]. In both examples, the metal deposited near the positive electrode at a 

maximum depth of approximately 1.5 mm with negligible effect of mass transport at the 

evaluated electrolyte flow rates. 
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These findings imply that uniform metal coatings can only be achieved effectively at thin 

porous electrodes when electrodeposition is performed in parallel plate electrochemical flow 

cells. The possibilities for this manufacture technique could be expanded by performing the 

electrodeposition of mesh electrodes between parallel plate anodes and by employing suitable 

electroplating additives to promote nucleation or electrolytes with high conductivity. Pulse 

electrodeposition might also improve the uniformity of metal deposition on porous materials 

[47]. In the case of platinum, electroless deposition [20] and chemical vapour deposition [48] 

are a more appropriate choice to achieve homogeneous deposits on highly porous electrode 

materials, such as felts. 

 

3.5. Comparative assessment of electrode active surface area 

An approximation of the active electrode area, 𝐴J, of the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti mesh has 

been obtained from the current measured at the charge-transfer region, 𝐼?L, during linear sweep 

voltammetry at a specific overpotential value from the open circuit potential (-20 mV) for a 

reaction of interest, i.e., the reduction of Ce(IV) ions. In this region, the current is proportional 

to the active electrode area, 𝐴J, and expressed by: 

 

𝐼?L = 𝑧𝐹𝐴J𝑘𝑐 exp(𝛼𝑧𝐹𝜂/𝑅𝑇)      (4) 
 

Assuming full charge-transfer control and similar reaction kinetics, the 𝐴Jvalues of porous 

electrodes can be estimated from the 𝐼?L  ratios in respect to a planar electrode at the same 

temperature. Such ratios are here denominated 𝛹 . In this region of the polarization curve, 

convective diffusion should have a negligible contribution to the measured current [49]. 

 

The values of 𝐼?L  for the different electrodes obtained from the polarization curves for the 

reduction of Ce(IV) ions performed in a flow cell, shown in Figure 10, and the resulting charge-
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transfer current ratios 𝛹 at -20 mV from the open circuit potential are given in Table 3. The 

standard deviation for the current values and the average open-circuit potential were calculated 

from 4 measurements. According to their 𝛹 values, the available Pt surface area in this Pt/Ti 

micromesh is 8.4 times that of a Pt/Ti plate and 1.75 times larger than that of the Pt/Ti mesh. In 

turn, 𝛹 is 4.8 in the case of the Pt/Ti mesh, which is a reasonable value for expanded metal. 

 

The real surface area of platinum is commonly measured by the classical charge to area- 

relationship for the electrosorption of a H monolayer in 1.0 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid [33]. 

Therefore, the charge-transfer current ratios have been further employed to extrapolate the 

theoretical 𝐴J  of the porous electrodes for H electrosorption from the knowledge of the 

experimentally measured 𝐴J  of a Pt/Ti plate electrode. It is assumed that the charge for 

electrosorption keeps the same proportionality observed for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions, as it 

depends directly on the available Pt surface. The known area of the Pt/Ti electrode is 

748.8±16.8 cm2, as indicated by multiplying its geometrical area (24 cm2) by the average 

roughness factor (31.2±0.7) determined by voltammetry at the sample sections of the plate; see 

the experimental section. One of the voltammograms showing the characteristic absorption and 

desorption peaks for the H monolayer at the Pt/Ti planar electrode has been reported in a related 

work [18]. 

 

The extrapolated values of 𝐴J for the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti mesh electrodes are presented 

in Table 3 as ≈ 6,800 cm2 and ≈ 3,600 cm2, respectively. A comparable proportion of 2 to 1 was 

noted between the surface areas of coarse and fine expanded Ti mesh [5]. A normalised figure 

considering the different overall volumes of the electrodes in the rectangular channel of the 

flow cell has also been calculated. The volumetric active platinum areas of the Pt/Ti micromesh 

and Pt/Ti mesh are thus ≈ 1,010 cm-1 and ≈ 190 cm-1, respectively. Clearly, the micromesh 
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offers a significant increase of active electrode area, even with an incomplete coating. Such 

values are consistent with almost one order of magnitude difference in the 𝑘9𝐴6 coefficients 

displayed by these electrodes in [3]. 

 

Several factors contribute to the error in the extrapolated surface area of the Pt/Ti mesh stacks, 

including the surface area of the planar electrode and the exponential effect of 𝜂. The relative 

error for 𝐼?L at the micromesh and mesh is 2% and 21%, respectively, due to the variation in 

the linear sweep experiments. Uncertainties in the calculation of the electrochemical active 

surface area of large-size electrodes in electrochemical reactors are common, in contrast to, 

e.g., small disc electrodes in three-electrode cells. For example, a method based on the 

voltammetric measurement of capacitance at planar carbon polymer-based electrodes in redox 

flow batteries has yielded accuracies of about 20% [50]. As a result, the product 𝑘9𝐴6  is 

frequently employed as a normalised performance factor in comparative and scale-up studies 

of electrochemical flow reactors [44]. 

 

4. Conclusions 

• Pt/Ti porous electrodes can be prepared by potentiostatic electrodeposition in alkaline 

media employing divided rectangular channel flow cells. However, the potential drop 

at the electrolyte flooding the porous materials limits the thickness that can be 

effectively coated by this method. In the case stacks of fine mesh, the individual piece 

facing the separator or the anode will be electroplated preferentially. It may be 

advantageous to construct such electrodes with pre-coated pieces of mesh. 

• It is possible to estimate the active surface area of porous electrodes from the ratio of 

the charge-transfer current relative to a planar electrode. The resulting error depends on 
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accuracy and reproducibility of the considered overpotential and measured current as 

well as on the area of the planar electrode and similar electrode kinetics. 

• The electrochemical active surface area Pt/Ti micromesh is superior to that of 

conventional Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plates and can be favourably employed in 

electrochemical flow reactors, augmenting their limiting current, space time yield, and 

fractional conversion rate. Some potential applications are: RFBs, electrolysers, fuel 

cells and filter-press reactors for removal of metal ions, destruction of organics and 

manufacture of chemicals. 

• Uniform coatings at mesh electrodes in flow cells can be obtained more effectively by 

electrodeposition between two parallel counter-electrodes. Alternatively, whole mesh 

stacks could be coated by electroless deposition or CVD, albeit at higher cost. 
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Nomenclature  

𝐴 Geometrical electrode area, (cm2) 

𝐴J Active electrode area, (cm2) 

𝐴6 Volumetric active electrode area, (cm–1) 

𝐴1 Cross-sectional surface area of flow channel, (cm2) 

𝐵 Breadth of a rectangular flow channel, (cm) 

𝑐 Reactant concentration, (mol dm–3) 

𝑐HI Reactant concentration at the inlet of a rectangular channel flow cell, (mol dm–3) 

𝑑6 Equivalent diameter of flow channel (𝑑6 = 2𝐵𝑆/(𝐵 + 𝑆)), (cm) 

𝐸U Equilibrium potential, (V) 

𝐸(>) Electrolyte potential near the separator, (V) 

𝐸(?) Electrolyte potential near the current feeder/collector, (V) 

𝐹 Faraday constant, (C mol–1) 

𝐼?L Charge transfer current, (A) 

𝑘 Electron transfer rate, (cm3 mol–1 cm–1) 

𝑘9 Mass transport coefficient, (cm s–1) 

𝑘9𝐴6 Volumetric mass transport coefficient, (s–1) 

𝐿 Length of a rectangular flow channel, (cm) 

𝑄 Volumetric flow rate, (cm3 s–1) 

𝑅 Molar gas constant, (J K–1 mol–1) 

𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 = 𝑣𝑑6/𝜈), (dimensionless) 

𝑆 Height of a rectangular flow channel = overall porous electrode stack thickness, (cm) 

𝑇 Temperature, (°C) 

𝑣 Mean linear flow velocity past the electrode surface, (cm s–1) 

𝑧 Electron stoichiometry, (dimensionless) 
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𝛼 Charge transfer coefficient, (dimensionless) 

Δ𝐸 Potential drop within the electrolyte phase, (V) 

𝜀 Volumetric porosity, (dimensionless) 

𝜂 Overpotential, (V) 

𝜅 Ionic conductivity, (S cm–1) 

𝜈 Kinematic viscosity of fluid, (cm2 s–1) 

𝛹 Current ratio to planar electrode, (dimensionless) 

Abbreviations 

CT X-ray computed tomography 

CVD Chemical vapour deposition 

BET Brunauer–Emmett–Teller gas adsorption theory 

DSA Dimensionally stable anodes 

EDS Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

ITP Inert turbulence promoter 

Pt/Ti Platinised titanium 

PVD Physical vapour deposition 

RFB Redox flow battery 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

SOC State of charge 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the Pt/Ti electrodes in a rectangular channel flow cell. 

Electrode Origin Volumetric 

porosity, 𝜀 

Length

, 𝐿 / 

cm 

Breadt

h, 𝐵 / 

cm 

Height

, 𝑆 / 

cm 

Equivalent 

hydraulic 

diameter, 𝑑6 / 

cm 

Pt/Ti plate 

+ ITP 

Supplied 0.78 6.0 4.0 0.36 0.65 

Pt/Ti mesh Supplied 0.71 6.0 4.2 0.74 1.26 

Pt/Ti 

micromesh 

In-house 0.53 6.0 4.0 0.26 0.48 
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Table 2. Composition of the electroplating bath and reaction environment during the 

electrodeposition of platinum on the titanium micromesh stack. 

Property Value 

Hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid concentration 20 g dm–3 

NaOH concentration 0.1 mol dm–3 

Mean linear flow rate of electroplating solution, 𝑣 8.0 cm s–1 

Kinematic viscosity of NaOH solution at 75 °C, n 5.4 × 10–3 cm2 s–1 

Channel Reynolds number, Re ≈ 710 

Temperature, 𝑇 75 °C 
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Table 3. Charge transfer current ratios of the Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti micromesh vs. a 

Pt/Ti plate (+ ITP) along their approximate 𝐴6 values for H electrosorption. The 

charge transfer-controlled current was recorded at 𝜂 = –20.0 mV for the reduction of 

0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV). 

Electrode Open-circuit 

potential vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.), 

𝐸U / mV 

Current 

(charge 

transfer), 𝐼?L / 

mA 

Current ratio 

to Pt/Ti plate 

electrode + 

ITP, 𝛹 / 

dimensionless 

Active 

electrode area 

for H 

adsorption, 𝐴J 

/ cm2 

Volumetric 

active electrode 

area for H 

adsorption, 𝐴6 / 

cm–1 

Pt/Ti plate 

+ ITP 

+883.5±2.9 –13.5±2.6 1.0 748.8±16.8 87.9±2.0 

Pt/Ti mesh +885.7±3.2 –65.3±13.7 4.8 ≈ 3,600 ≈ 190 

Pt/Ti 

micromesh 

+882.8±0.1 –113.1±2.3 8.4 ≈ 6,300 ≈ 1,010 
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Figure Captions 

 
Figure 1. Acrylic polymer components of the negative half-cell of the rectangular 

channel flow cell employed during the electrodeposition of platinum. a) 

Electrode back plate; holds the planar current feeder of the micromesh stack 

(Figure 2a), a screw for electrical connection and electrolyte manifolds. b) 

Electrode flow channel frame; contains the micromesh stack and electrolyte 

flow. The components of the positive half-cell are symmetrical in respect to 

the ion exchange membrane. 
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Figure 2. a) Disposition of the Pt/Ti micromesh stack electrode and its planar current 

feeder. b) Exploded view of the Pt/Ti micromesh stack cathode in the 

negative half-cell and the Pt/Ti plate anode in the positive half-cell as present 

the membrane-divided flow cell. The turbulence promoters within the 

positive half-cell are also shown. For clarity, polymer cell frames are 

omitted. 
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Figure 3. SEM images of the external surface: a) Pt/Ti micromesh and d) Pt/Ti mesh 

electrodes. In these images, the overall plating solution flow direction was 

from left to right along the observed planes during the electrodeposition. 

SEM images of the Pt-coated surfaces at higher magnification: b) Pt/Ti 

micromesh and e) Pt/Ti mesh. Microscopic appearance of Pt nucleation: c) 

Pt/Ti micromesh and f) Pt/Ti mesh. 
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Figure 4. EDS elemental composition of Pt/Ti micromesh. a) platinum electrodeposit 

nucleated on the Ti, b) titanium substrate, c) SEM image of the analysed site. 
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Figure 5. Platinum coating of individual meshes in the stack of Pt/Ti micromesh 

electrodes (following the Y axis). a), d), g) SEM images of 1st, 8th and 16th 

mesh, respectively. b), e), h) Platinum EDS mapping of 1st, 8th and 16th mesh, 

respectively (in green). c), f), i) Titanium EDS mapping of 1st, 8th and 16th 

mesh, respectively (in blue). The 1st mesh is adjacent to the membrane and 

the 16th is adjacent to the current feeder during electrodeposition. In these 

images, the overall plating solution flow direction was approximately from 

bottom to top along the observed planes. 
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Figure 6. CT image of a cylindrical volume section of a) reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh 

electrode and b) reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode showing an area 

with higher coverage of platinum (bright blue). The reconstructed electrode 

consisted of sections of the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 16th meshes (in order of 

proximity to the membrane) embedded in epoxy resin. The vertical axis in 

the image represents the Y axis of the cell. 
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Figure 7. CT images of individual micromeshes part of the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

showing the platinum (bright green, yellow and red) coating on the titanium 

substrate (light blue). a) middle cross-section (X-Z plane) of the 1st 

micromesh, b) middle cross-section (X-Z plane) of the 16th micromesh, in 

order of proximity to the membrane. For clarity, contrast artefacts were 

digitally replaced with the background colour. 
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Figure 8. CT image of the cross section of a reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

indicating the platinum deposit distribution. The reconstructed electrode 

consisted of sections of the 1st, to 8th meshes (in order of proximity to the 

membrane) embedded in epoxy resin. Bright features are platinum, blue 

features are titanium, black is air. The vertical axis in the image represents 

the Y axis of the cell. 
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Figure 9. Potential drop within the electrolyte phase between the membrane and planar 

current feeder (Y axis) of various Pt/Ti electrodes at the cross-sectional plane 

at the entrance of a rectangular electrode channel during the reduction of 

Ce(IV) ions. The electrolyte properties correspond to a SOC of 50% in a Ce-

based RFB. 𝑘9𝐴6 values for the Pt/Ti micromesh, Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate 

+ ITP electrodes, are 0.055 s–1, 5.4 × 10–3 s–1 and 1.6 × 10–3 s–1, respectively 

[3]. The electrolyte contains 0.4 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) methanesulfonate and 0.4 

mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 methanesulfonic acid. Its 

measured conductivity is 375 mS cm–1 [45]. 
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Figure 10. Linear sweep voltammetry of Pt/Ti micromesh, Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate 

electrodes for the reduction of 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) at 25 °C showing the 

equilibrium potential, E0, and charge transfer current at an overpotential of –

20 mV for each electrode material. 

 


